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A formula is derived for the degree of depolarization of polarized JJ. + mesons in a paramagnetic gas situated in a magnetic field. Exchange of electrons between the gas atoms and a
JJ.+e- atom is taken into account. The degree of depolarization depends on the fraction of JJ.+_
mesons capturing an electron, on the probability of electron exchange, and on the magnetic
field strength. The degree of polarization in a paramagnetic gas of initially unpolarized l: +
particles is also computed.
more complete will be the depolarization. In actual fact the depolarization will be small if the
IN connection with the discovery of nonconservaprobability of exchange is large. The non-occurtion of parity, the problem has arisen of the degree rence of depolarization in the case of a large numof depolarization of 1-1+ mesons in a medium. In 71"+
ber of exchanges can be explained in the following
- Jl.+ + v decay the 1-1+ mesons* are produced com- manner: suppose that in a time corresponding to
pletely polarized. Such mesons are brought to rest
the hyperfine splitting, T = ti/ E ( E is half the hyin a time which is short compared to their lifetime. perfine splitting energy), there occur n exchanges
After slowing down t they capture electrons giving
and n > 1. Then the depolarization during the time
rise to muonium atomst (J-!+e- ), and are partially
.6.t = T /n is equal to ( .6.t/T )2 = n -z, since transidepolarized as a result of the hyperfine interaction, tions between states of the discrete spectrum occur
i.e., the interaction between the magnetic moments
in accordance with 1-cos (t/T). The depolarizaof the meson and the electron. After the formation
tion during the time T is equal to 1/n. It can be
of muonium the meson polarization will be equal to
seen that it tends to zero for a large number of
Y2, since in the Jl. "tet system the meson is not deexchanges. In other words, if the electrons are
polarized, while in the Jl. "te'i system it is completely exchanged rapidly their magnetic field is averaged
depolarized.
out and does not lead to a reversal of the meson
When unpolarized positively charged fermions,
spin. Such a possibility can be realized in a metal
for example l: + particles, are introduced into a
where the density of free electrons is great. Howmagnetized paramagnetic gas the formation of
ever, if the probability of exchange is neither too
atoms and the hyperfine splitting will lead to pogreat nor too small, then, since the meson lifetime
larization of the particles, and the degree of pois much greater than the time corresponding to the
larization will be of the order of magnitude of the
hyperfine splitting, there exists a broad range withelectron polarization and will be much greater than
in which the mesons must be completely depolarized.
the polarization of l: + corresponding to the magBy placing a muonium atom in a magnetic field
netic field. Such a mechanism for the polarization
we decrease the average depolarization during a
of protons has been proposed by Zavo'lskii. 3
decay time. The effect of the magnetic field in the
Further depolarization depends on the electron
absence of exchange has been taken into account by
exchange between an atom of J1. +e- and the atoms
Ferrell and Chaos. 4 In the work of Sens et al. 5 exof the surrounding medium and occurs only in a
change has been taken into account. However, this
paramagnetic gas. At first sight it would seem
has been taken into account only roughly: it was asthat the greater the number of exchanges the
sumed that exchange occurs after exactly defined
time intervals. Section 2 of the present paper
*The word "mesons" will henceforth refer to f.L+ mesons.
gives exact formulas for the degree of depolaritThe depolarization of f.L+ mesons in the course of slowing
zation taking exchange into account. Solutions of
1
down has been investigated by Ferrell, Lee, and Pal.
the equations are discussed in Sec. 3. A formula
+The results of Hughes et al. 2 show that at least in some
is given for the degree of polarization of initially
gases 100 % production of muonium occurs.
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unpolarized ~ + hyperons or of other positively
charged fermions in a magnetized paramagnetic
gas with exchange taken into account.*
It is not clear whether similar formulas can
be used to explain the depolarization of J.L + mesons
in a solid, for example in an emulsion. From the
formulas obtained it follows that the polarization
must decrease with time exponentially. Swanson's
experiments 6 show that in the majority of substances this does not occur. However, the formulas for polarization averaged over the meson
decay time agreed well with the experimental
data. 7
2. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS

We consider the mechanism of depolarization.
We take the J.L +e- atom to be situated in a magnetic field parallel to the z axis. Such a system
obeys the following Schrodinger equation:
.1£'¢

=

=

= I) c{'IF i where all the states

'IF y are in-

i

gs 2 H- GSzH. (1)

Here ri, mi, Bi, gi are respectively the position
vector, the mass, the spin and the gyromagnetic
ratio in units of e:li/2mic for the electron (subscript 1) and for the J.L meson (subscript 2):
r

state 'IF y

coherent with respect to each other, i.e., are not
related by definite phase relations, then we have

E'¢,

+ ~G :r%g2 (:i- + S1S2) o (r) -

.1t' = .1t'o

The spin state of the system J.L+e- is described
by the density matrix p (t) which has for its system of basis vectors
x1 = ap.a,, X2 = ap.~e, Xa = ~p.ae, X4 = ~p.~e
and of all the off-diagonal elements only p23 and
p 32 differ from zero, while all the other off diagonal Pik are equal to zero, since as the system
develops freely in time states with different components of the spin along the z axis do not mix.
The collisions in which the component of the spin
of the system along the z axis are altered are incoherent ones and, therefore, the wave functions
which after the collision correspond to different
spin components are not related by definite phase
relations.
The density matrix is found in the usual manner.
If the system has the probability wY of being in the

n - n.

If the energy is measured in units of E

= 87l'g1g 2 II/J ( 0) 12/3 = 1.84 x 10- 5 ev, and the magnetic field is measured in units of H 0 = E/g = 1580
gauss, x = H/H 0, then the Hamiltonian assumes
the following form

'I

For the average value of any physical quantity 0
specified by a matrix with respect to the same set
of basis vectors we have ( 0) = Tr ( pO).
We write down the equation for the density matrix, taking into account the fact that the change
of the density matrix per unit time is equal to the
change of the density matrix as a result of its free
development in time without collisions, ( dp/dt)
plus its change as a result of collisions:
dp/dt

=

i'p!dt

+ w (p'- p).

(5)

The first term may be obtained if we know the energy levels of the system in the magnetic field. By
The eigenfunctions of this Hamiltonian JC and its
considering collisions of the J.L+e- atom with the
energy levels have the following form
atoms of the surrounding medium under the condi'I'll = cp (r)a (1)a (2),
Ell =Eo- Gg- 1 x;
tion that the medium contains equal numbers of
atoms with any arbitrary spin component parallel
1
'1'1_ 1 = cp (r)~ (1)~ (2),
E 1_ 1 =Eo + Gg- x;
to the direction of the magnetic field (J.LH/kT « 1)
'¥+ = cp (r) [(f +g)a(1) ~(2) + (f -g)~(1) a (2)l/V2,
we shall obtain p' (p' is the density matrix after
the collision). Since Coulomb forces play the prinE+ = E 0 + 11;
cipal role in collisions, we need not take into ac'¥_ = cp (r) [(f -g)a(1) ~(2)- (f + g)~(1) a (2)l/V2,
count the spin of the J.L meson and the interaction
(3)
E_ =Eo- 11,
of the magnetic moment of the electron with the
where a ( {3 ) means that the particle spin is digas atom. Moreover, the equations involve the
rected up (down),
amplitudes a+ and a_ for the exchange of an elect = Y,-,--1/-,---2(.,..,..1-+,----.-1--,--/11--;-;-)-; g = V 1I 2 ( 1 - 1 I 11) ,
tron with a gas atom in states of total angular momentum respectively given by j + ! and j -! (j is
(4)
the
spin of the gas atom ) . It turns out that the
*We note that although the formation of the ~+e- atom inequations
contain only the quantity w which is the
creases the effect of polarization of ~+, nevertheless, because
of the short lifetime of ~+ this effect is small and, apparently, probability that during the time r the process
cannot be observed experimentally.
J.L+et + A-J.L+e~ +A' will occur. It can be shown
.1t'

=

.1t'o ++(1 +

4S!S2)- XS 2

-

Gg- 1xS 2 •

(2)
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that w is proportional to I a+ - a_ 12 , and this is
natural, since it is specifically this quantity that
is associated with the reversal of spin.
As a result of this we obtain the following system of equations (we have taken T = n/e: for the
unit of time):
dpn/dt = -w (pn- p22),

Pfw,AJ

P.(4)

dp44/dt = - w (p44- paa),
-w(p22- pn)
i(p2a-pd,
dpaaldt = -w (paa- P44)- i (p2a- pa2),
dp22/dt

+

=

dp2a/dt = -2 (w + i I X!) p2a + i (p22- paa),
dpa2/dt = -2 (w- i I xI) pa2+ i (paa- p22).

In the formation of the

(6)

atom the meson is
totally polarized, so that the initial conditions will
be the following:
Pn (0) = 1/2.

p22 (0)

=

1/2.

all other

Pth

(0) = 0. (7)

trons are unpolarized, but the gas is magnetized,
the initial conditions will be

= nt /2 (nt

paa (0)

=

+ n-1),

p22 (0)

nt /2 (nt + n-1),

= n-1 /2 (nt

P44 (0) = n4- /2 (nt

all other Pt~< = 0.

pn (t)

=

+ p22 (t) -

+ n.~).
(8)

paa (t) ~ p44 (t).

(9)

On averaging over the J.l. + meson lifetime we obtain

P=

=

1-

1/2~ 2 •

A. ~ P (t)e-"tdt,

(10)

where A. is the probability of decay in the time
A. ;::; 10- 5 for a J.1. .meson.

_

ct (A+ ct)
ctA2 + (4w:- ct) ct{, + 4w

(14)

If w « A.D-2 , then the usual formula is obtained

(cf. reference 4)

p

]5 = (1

If w » 1/A., then P

p;::; o.
J.1.

,

r-t

4wr-t

+ 4(w +
2

p_

4w = 0,

-

p

(12)

+ ~ ) < a < 4wl(w + 4~ )
2

f)

+ fP,

2

and that there are no other real roots. By neglecting terms of order A. 2 and A. we obtain

(17)

Act (ct + A)
]
ctA 2 + (4w- ct} etA+ 4w _ '

2w+ct"(ct-2w) '

«

(18)

A.

[3_ + w(4-3/
fl2)]
p A2
2fl2A
.

(19)

In the case w « A. « D.
-

It follows from equation (12) that
2

b[-A- _

- P A+ ct

p=
(11)

(16)

a » A. we have

ct

D. is defined by (4).

wl(w2

= 1. When

In the case w « D.

~ 2 )r-t

+ 1/A.w) - 1 •

where f is the fraction of mesons capturing electrons.
On solving (6) subject to the initial conditions
(8) we obtain

where a is the real root of the equation
2

(15)

If we take into account the fact that not all the
mesons capture electrons we obtain

b=

a= (2w- a)/[2w- a 2 (2w- a)].

3 -

1/2~ 2 ).

= (1 -

For w » D.

J

ctA2
ctA2 + (4w- ct)ctA+ 4w '

(13)

We see that P is not small only when a ~ A., i.e.,
for w « D. and w » D. (cf. diagram). In the case
w «D. we have

P = (1 -

On solving Eqs. (6) subject to the initial conditions (7) we obtain
A+ ct

2w-ct
_A_
2w-ct 2 (2w-ct}A+ ct •

T,

3. DISCUSSION OF THE SOLUTIONS

-

p=

P (t) = ae-o.t,

0

p _ aA. [-1_

~

+ n+),

Here nt and ni are the numbers of electrons with
the spins respectively up and down.
The polarization of the J.l. + mesons at time t is
equal to
P (t)

~

Graph of the function P(w, ~)for A« 1, ~ « 1/A; P 0 (~)

J.1. +e-

In the case when the particles capturing the elec-

pn (0)

M

=

p [
2fl2 1

1 -}:21) WA]
+ ( 1- 2fl2
fl2 .

(20)
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